Monday, 23 Sept.

13:00-13:45 Registration, Welcome

13:45-15:30 Introduction chair: Irina Nevskaya
Nevskaya / Korn: Opening notes
Johanson: Prospective and Proximative
Korn: What to look for: morphology of prospectives and futures in Iranian
Widmer: Methods of prospecting in Old Iranian

15:30-16:00 Break

16:00-18:00 Central Asia chair: Vladimir Plungian
Wendtland: Is there a prospective in Sogdian?
Erdal: The categories of Prospective and Future in comparison (on Old Turkic material)
Nevskaya / Tazhibaeva: Karakalpak and Kirgiz prospective forms
Memtimin: Uygur prospective constructions

19:00 Conference dinner

Tuesday, 24 Sept.

9:30-11:00 Case studies: Oghuz and beyond chair: Éva Csató
Menz: Prospective in Ottoman and Turkish
Rind-Pawlowski: Future-related verb forms in Azerbaijani
Rafiei: Azeri (Iran) and Persian in contact

11:00-11:30 Break

11:30-13:30 Iranian chair: Agnes Korn
Cheung: Prospective structures in Pashto (with sideviews on Classical Persian)
Jahani: Simple past for immediate future in some Iranian languages
Authier: An overview of prospective formations in Tat languages
Vydrin: Ossetic prospective? Between aspect and modality

13:30-15:00 Lunch

15:00-16:00 Poster session with coffee: Siberian Turkic
Tybykova: Standard Altay expressions of prospectivity
Ozonova / Tazranova: The ways of expressing prospective semantics in Altai dialects (Chalkan and Telengit)
Waibel Z.: Khakas prospective language means
Bayyr-ool / Shamina: On the category of prospective in Tuvan
Shirobokova: On certain forms of finite verbs with prospective semantic in the Yakut language
Sarbasheva: Tuba prospective forms

16:00-17:30 Case studies: various Turkic chair: Marcel Erdal
Csató: The non-modal prospective aorist in Karaim
Karakoç: Nogay prospective forms
Wednesday, 25 Sept.

**9:30-11:30** Uralic and contact languages  
chair: Hans Nugteren

- Waibel A.: *Prospectivity in the Volga-Kama Sprachbund*
- Koshkareva: *Prospectivity in Khanty and Russian*
- Klumpp: *Prospective readings in Kamas and Mator*
- Burkova: *Prospective forms in Nenec*

**11:30-12:00** Break

**12:00-13:30** Iranian and beyond  
chair: Carina Jahani

- Jügel: *Expressions of prospectivity in Kurdish*
- Noorlander: *Prospective and avertive semantics in Eastern Neo-Aramaic dialects in the light of Kurdish (and Arabic)*
- Plungian: *Between prospective and future: the case of Eastern Armenian*

**13:30-15:00** Lunch

**15:00-16:00** Mongolic, Tungusic and beyond  
chair: Gerson Klumpp

- Nugteren: *Eastern Yugur prospectives in a comparative Mongolic context*
- Matić: *Periphrastic Prospectives in the Dialects of Even*

**16:00** Concluding discussion

- Herkenrath (Discussant)

**16:30** Concluding coffee